
 

Partner Search Form 

Identification of the applicant 

Name of the organisation 
The Memorial Park „Kragujevacki oktobar“ 

The Museum „21. oktobar“ 
 

Registered address (street, city, country) Desankin venac bb,Kragujevac,Serbia 

Telephone / Fax +38134336110,+38134336112 

Website of the organisation www.spomenpark.rs 

Name of the contact person Bojan Jovanovic 

Email/Telephone of the contact person 
racunovodstvo21@spomenpark.rs 

bojan0034@gmail.com 
 

Short presentation of your organisation 
(key activities, experience) 

The institution of Memorial park 
„Kragujevacki oktobar“  is one of the leading 
memorials in the region and 
Europe,connecting the culture of 
remembrance, contemporary aesthetic 
expression and presentation in accordance 
with the time and so connects history, art 
and people in promotion of universal anti-
war values. 

The institution was established in 1953 on 
the spot with objective to take care of 
memory on more than 3. 000 citizens of 
Kragujevac shot by the members of German 
Army on October 21st 1941  , to cherish the 
culture of remembrance, and to disseminate 
the ideas of peace and tolerance as well as 
respect of diversity. It is carried out by 
realizing the varied memorial and artistic 
programs and activities that promote the 
utmost ethical and esthetical values.  

The Memorial Park, former execution site, 
covers an area of 352 hectares with 30 mass 
graves and ten monuments. By opening of 
Memorial Museum "21. oktobar" in 1976, the 
activities of institution are supplemented by 
museological ones that consider research, 
collecting, processing, exhibiting of historical 
artefacts and artworks, publishing of 
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professional papers on that topic, the 
publishing, cooperation with similar 
institutions in country and abroad as well as 
an informing domestic and foreign visitors 
both in the Museum and the Memorial Park.  

Every year this place is visited by more than 
50, 000 people from country and abroad. 
More than a half visitors are young people, as 
well as the world's statesmen, diplomats and 
significant public figures of culture and art, 
such as Jean Paul Sartre.  

The Memorial Park is declared to be the 
immovable cultural heritage of special 
importance by the National Assembly of the 
Republic of Serbia in 1978 (Official Gazette 
No. 14/79). 

Description of the project 

Action, Measure in the framework of 
„Europe for Citizens” Programme 

 

Strand: 1 

Title:  War prevention through criticism of 
media and art abuse in prewar situations 

 

Timetable of the project  

Short description of the project, 
including its aims 

Our project idea is precisely about the 
prevention of wars, because our museum is 
anti-war in character, so through this project 
we wish to try, together with our partners, to 
recognize and mark all significant 
characteristics and the pattern of the state in 
which any society or country is found when 
they are on the brink of war or conflict, that 
is, discovering what is the character of those 
pre-war states. This primarily refers to the 
creation of the general air by the media, in 
the sense of preparing the citizens for war. 
This is intended as the realisation of the 
project’s results, which can be in the form of 
documents as the final act of an international 
conference, or in the form of impressions 
from the project participants, which can be 
used in the sense of general prevention of 



 

war, i.e. the recognition of that state when 
one society starts sliding towards conflict 
and war, and when it is not too late to stop it. 
Project realisation should be achieved 
through analysis and problematizing the 
power of symbols, as well by analysing the 
abuse of art for the purpose of war 
propaganda, and other ways used to prepare 
the people for a situation when an unknown 
individual takes up arms and kills, or is 
killed, all because of generally unimportant 
notions for his daily life, such as national 
pride, country’s international influence, 
country’s flag and anthem, understanding 
collective uniqueness, and so on. 

Role of the partner organisation in the 
project 

Partners should address the topic in a way 
that is in line with their core activity and 
through that they contribute to drawing 
general conclusions on the subject. To 
achieve results such as an exhibition, a 
collection of works, a documentary movie 
etc, it need to be analyzed the situation 
before war that happened in the country 
from which the partner is. After the 
realization of the aforementioned activities, 
the project envisages conclusions to be 
compared at a joint conference organized by 
one of the partners. 

Comments from the applicant 

We believe that the contribution to the 
successful realization of the project can be 
given by all organizations that inherit and 
nourish antiwar values. 

 


